
Finca Muxbal

Region: Union Juárez, Chiapas
Country: Mexico
Altitude: 1500 MASL
Variety: Catuaí, Caturra, Mundo Novo
Process: Washed
Preparation: EP 0,20
Packing: GrainPro, 69kg

The Context

In Mexico, our work is based in Oaxaca and Chiapas.
From afar, Mexico is a growing economic force, ranked
64th globally in GDP per capita. However, the
coffee-producing states in southern Mexico face a very
different economic reality. Oaxaca and Chiapas are the
two poorest states in Mexico with poverty rates of
60-80% and extreme poverty rates of 20-40%

Production yields have become dangerously low in
these regions. Over the last ten years coffee leaf rust
disease and the lack of financial or agricultural means
to tackle it has reduced production by up to 90% in
some regions. The average yield in Oaxaca is now just
100kg of parchment per hectare. For context, in
Colombia, the average yield is 2,400kg per hectare.

The vast majority of Mexico’s 500,000 coffee
producers are smallholder farmers and have one
hectare or less of land under coffee. This makes the
average annual production for many producers just
100kg, making coffee farming more and more
unsustainable. This is fuelling widespread migration to
urban centres in Mexico and the United States. In
short, coffee production is disappearing.

We work with several producer groups in
Oaxaca.

These partnerships help improve the overall
profitability and viability of coffee production for
producers in Oaxaca, and have begun work in
Chiapas. Our long term focus is on improving yields
and building stable demand at a stable price by
connecting roasters with producers. We aim to achieve
this in ways that are low-cost, easily replicated, and
that ensure the first-order upsides are captured
directly by those most marginalised.

To achieve these goals we've focused first on building
trust and setting a baseline for coffee pricing and
pre-financing. Currently, the most common outlet for
producers in Oaxaca is to sell their parchment to local
intermediaries at a market-set price.

We aim to consistently pay upwards of this
standard market price as a first payment.

Following this is a second, quality-based price that
increases total profit earned per kg by between 7 and
10 times. This has been self-identified as the most
impactful role we can play in the short term. Paying in
this way provides rapid, predictable returns on
investment made by producers and can increase
household income from coffee by up to 10 x the
average income derived from selling at the local
market price.

Chiapas is Mexico’s poorest state. It also has the
largest indigenous population and is the country’s
biggest producer of coffee. The average yield is higher
here than in Oaxaca, but the local market price is
much lower.  We are piloting a scheme with Finca
Muxbal (a large coffee plantation right on the
Guatemala border) to purchase the coffee of
smallholder farmers in the region.

We aim to pay a significantly better price than they
would receive on the market in Chiapas or Guatemala
(many of these coffees are technically grown just
across the border). We can then also increase the
value through finishing drying at Finca Muxbal utilising
their resources and knowledge.

https://photos.app.goo.gl/GfSodzVvMaDwVkQf9


Finca Muxbal

Is located in southern Chiapas, right on the border with
Guatemala. The farm is located close to both the
Tacana and Tajumulco volcanoes which provide plenty
of mineral content for the soil. The name Muxbal
means ‘place surrounded by clouds’ in the local Mame
language and the farm sits on a raised plateau that
affords the benefit of a relatively flat area to grow
coffee.

The plantation covers a huge 236 hectares in total
though 40% of this land is given over to  natural
reserve land that is home to a huge array of wildlife
including wild turkeys, hummingbirds, Quetzals,
Tepezcuintles (feral pigs), wildcats, Pizotes (skunk like
creatures), armadillos, coral snakes, and parrots.  The
Muxbal and Zarco rivers also flow through the property
and bring fresh water to the farm.

This leaves around 140 hectares of land under coffee,
a very large farm by Mexican standards. Processing for
washed, honey and natural coffees is all done
centrally, and Jorge has invested significant funds in
recent years in build a large amount of drying beds
and a huge covered drying area to process larger
amounts of specialty grade coffees.

We are working with Jorge, his mother Maeggi and
Muxbal to pilot a smallholder program with some of
the permanent employees at Muxbal. Most of these
employees are also smallholder farmers in their own
right (most of them technically grow their coffee in
Guatemala) and we are building a program to buy their
parchment through Finca Muxbal and finish the drying
using Jorge’s beds and covered dryer to increase the
value and thus profitability for these smallholder
producers. We are thrilled to offer some of Jorge’s
microlots.

Honey Process

Cherries are selected from the ripest pickings before
removing any floaters then resting in water for 24
hours. The coffee is then pulped without using any
water and dried on meshed matted patios for 48
hours. Finally the coffee is moved to raised beds in the
covered dryer for around 15 days.

Natural Process

Cherries are selected from the ripest pickings before
resting in water for 24 hours. Any floaters are removed
and then the cherries are moved to the raised beds for
around 25 days.

Washed Process

Cherries are selected from the ripest pickings before
removing any floaters then resting in water for 24
hours. The coffee is then pulped and fermented for
around 24 hours. Finally the coffee is moved to raised
beds in the covered dryer for around 15 days.



Rodrigo Martin Morales

State: Chiapas
Village: 20 de Noviembre, Unión Juárez
Altitude: 1550 MASL
Variety : Caturra, Mundo Novo, Bourbon
Processing : Fully Washed

Rodrigo Martin Morales is a smallholder coffee
producer based in Chiapas, right on the border of
Mexico with Guatemala. The village of 20 de
Noviembre lies on the edge of Finca Muxbal, a large
plantation and like many of the residents Rodrigo
works at Muxbal as well as owning his own small
coffee plantation.

Rodrigo’s is the first coffee in a pilot scheme we are
running with Finca Muxbal, to purchase the parchment
of small-holders producers in the area around Muxbal.
Given the proximity to the border, many of these farms,
Rodrigo’s included, are technically located in the San
Marcos region of Guatemala.

We plan to buy parchment from producers like Rodrigo
and then finish the drying using Finca Muxbal’s raised
beds and covered dryer to increase the value and thus
profitability for these smallholder producers.  The
alternative option for Rodrigo is currently to sell his
parchment to intermediaries in Guatemala for a market
driven, commercial price.

Given the high altitude, mineral rich soils (from the
nearby Tacana and Tajumulco volcanoes) and strong
varieties, the potential quality of coffees from this
region is high. Utilising the drying infrastructure and
knowledge at Finca Muxbal we can help to increase
the value of Rodrigo’s coffee and provide a more
direct route to specialty buyers.

We can pay producers the same price they would
receive in Guatemala up front and then return a
second payment based on the final quality and selling
price of the coffee. In time this extra profit can be
invested by individual producers to improve their
coffee and thus drive the quality, sale price and
profitability up further.


